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Social medicine as a term has achieved acceptance in medical education and medical prac-
tice, although there is still some question as to its acceptance in reality. The term had its origin
in the vigorous nineteenth-century efforts at both medical and social reform, combining the
two in a recognition of the intimate connection between social factors and the causation of
disease.
Henry Ernest Sigerist, a Swiss physician and noted scholar of medical history, formulated
the broadest concept in the 1930s, attracting students and a latent American reform movement
toward the idea ofrestructuring medical education as one part ofsocial reform, and indicating
ways of restructuring medical practice as another element in improving medical care at the
same time. In addition to promulgating the doctrine, he established the policy of examining
and describing systems ofmedical education and medical care in other parts of the world, not
only to assist in improving medical care in countries with well-organized systems, but to assist
countries with poor resources and lesser organizational capability in meeting the goals ofsocial
medicine.
Doubt as to the durability of the concept has been expressed, insofar as the recommended
improvements have lagged behind the expression, and because so many changes have taken
place in the nature of medical practice, medical discoveries, and advances in technology.
Acloser examination ofSigerist's writings on the subject andevaluation ofthecircumstances
around present-day problems would seem to indicate that the flaw is not in the doctrine, but in
the lack of social application.
Fifty years have passed since Henry Sigerist arrived in the United States to take up
the directorship of the Institute of the History of Medicine at the Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, and instituted the first course in social medicine teaching in
the United States, alecture and seminar series, entitled "The SocialAspects ofMedi-
cine." Social medicine has advanced from a definition, loosely considered in the
nineteenth century, as recognition of the societal influence on the causation and
maintenance of disease, to a more carefully developed definition, as the mutual in-
teraction ofmedicine and society, as we think ofit today. That more comprehensive
definition was most clearly elucidated by Henry Sigerist and further shaped by a
number of his students and followers. Since the process has been an evolutionary
one, marked by frequent reconsideration and redefinition, it seems entirely suitable
to review the construct and assess whether it may not have been a development ap-
plicable only for a specific time, a time that has now passed.
Not too many years ago, social medicine would have been a subject of such con-
troversy that a medical school would not presume to include a Department ofSocial
Medicine among its teaching divisions, or even sponsor such a topic for professional
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All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.discussion, for fear of inviting angry criticism. The term arouses no such emotions
today. Departments of Social Medicine exist in a number of institutions. And yet,
what has been gained in respectability may have been lost in effectiveness. Respect-
ability seems to have drained away the fire with the controversy. Changes in social
attitudes are often accompanied by new interpretations of the terms that framed
those attitudes. News treatment and public discussions of affirmative action offer
an inkling of how difficult it is to associate a current term with earlier, and now
changed, social meanings. Henry Sigerist would have been amused and indulgent at
the occurrence. In his lifetime he saw social medicine become acrucial element in the
redefinition of the medical role in society and played no small part in that redefini-
tion himself. Still, it is clear that social medicine, as recognized and interpreted by
earlier authorities, is not quite the same as social medicine taught and written about
today. For example, Rene Sand, in The Advance to Social Medicine, barely thirty
years ago, wrote in 1952, "In dealing with disorders of adults and the aged, physical
environment is, generally speaking, less important than the services ofthe individual
doctor and special hospitals" [1]. Today, having rediscovered the environment, dis-
covered iatrogenic disease, life styles, and deinstitutionalization as social pathogens,
would anyone dream of making such a statement?
It is not necessary to return to such early Hippocratic epidemiologic notions as in
"Air, Waters, and Places," to recognize that today a different emphasis is placed on
the individual patient/particular causative agent/individual doctor or therapist con-
figuration than an earlier generation of social medicine theoreticians did.
The changing definition has been rapid, unusually so. In 1912, when Albert
Grotjahn published his book which gave such impetus to the concept to be named
"social medicine" [2], Sigerist was just entering upon a medical career in Zurich,
completing the first segment ofmedical education there. The following year he went
off to Munich, in the then customary European tradition of attending a number of
universities in pursuit ofmedical education. The key to his character, however, is an
autobiographical note he has left of that time: "I was an enthusiastic medical stu-
dent, but remained interested in the humanities. In Zurich, medical school and uni-
versity were dn the same campus so that it was possible for medical students to at-
tend courses in the academic division, which I frequently did. In Munich," he goes
on to say, and this is of course emblematic of the man, "once in the middle of the
academic year I suddenly felt tired of the hospital and of medicine at large. I began
skipping classes and spent the days in museums and art galleries, the nights in the-
atres and concert halls. I was in a turmoil and when quite accidentally I met a friend
in the street who was leaving the same day for Venice I decided to join him, and
spent several weeks in Italy. For a while medicine was entirely forgotten and I lived
in a world of history and art. Then, one evening, sitting in a cafe of the Piazza San
Marco I felt an irresistible longing for the hospital, and there for the first time it
occurred to me that medical history and the history of science might be a field in
which I could combine all my interests" [3].
Perhaps more medical students should be encouraged to put aside their clinical
interests and periodically undertake lively holidays into the humanities! The episode
does demonstrate the two major currents that are fused in Sigerist's concept ofsocial
medicine. Another element in the mixture is political commitment, which Sigerist
developed quite early in life and never relinquished. In another autobiographical
note, he writes: "I just read Granville Hicks' biography of John Reed with much
pleasure. His life reminds me of my own in many respects. (We belong after all to
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the same generation.) Before the war he was a poet and I a scholar, and I cared just
as little for the labor movement as he did. I wore a bracelet, dressed with care, and
felt very superior as a member ofthe intelligentsia. Then came the war that we both
experienced as observers, and the great awakening. And we both saw that nothing
but socialism could save the world." That war was World War I, of course [4].
Even though the concept of "social medicine," with which his name is so closely
associated, was not Sigerist's invention, he put a very special stamp on it. Erna
Lesky's book, Sozialmedizin, is useful in establishing both the historic development
and Sigerist's special role in it [5]. Many of the articles she reprints were published
previously in English, like George Rosen's essay, "What is Social Medicine?" which
sets the tone and provides a feeling for the orderly sequence. He carefully recounts
there the stages of development ofboth the term and the concept, crediting the vari-
ous individuals and their contributions. Rosen writes, of nineteenth-century devel-
opments, Virchow saw "medicine as a social science, and politics nothing but medi-
cine on a grand scale." His awareness ofthe need for political change was related to
his recognition of the need for radical reform of medicine. Rosen interprets this
"social science" in these terms: (a) "The health of the people is a matter of direct
social concern"; (b) "social and economic conditions have an important effect on
health and disease"; and (c), that "these relations must be subjected to scientific
investigation" [6].
He writes, "Virchow conceived the scope ofpublic health as broadly as possible,"
stating, that "'it must intervene in political and social life."' He "Develope[d] a
theory ofepidemic disease as a manifestation ofsocial and cultural maladjustment."
Rosen concludes with Virchow's statement that "steps must be taken to promote
health and to combat disease, and that the measures involved in such action must be
social as well as medical" [7].
Grotjahn, a half century later, Rosen sees "systematically investigating medical
problems in the light of social science, so as, in his own words, 'to arrive finally at a
theory of social pathology and social hygiene, which with its own methods . . .
would be used to investigate and to determine how life and health, particularly
of the poorer classes, are dependent on social conditions and the environment."'
"Grotjahn indicated that he preferred not to use the term social medicine, which
he regarded as being too limited in its connotation" [8]. Social medicine had been
used after the introduction of sickness insurance in Germany to refer to insurance
medicine.
In Rene Sand, Rosen recognized the social medical taxonomist, whose contribu-
tion was not to theory but to order. Sand conceived of various social disciplines:
social anthropology, for example, in which could be recognized inequalities among
social classes. In socialpathology could be seen socialinequalities as cause ofdisease
and death. Social etiology would then be the science exploring the causes of these
differences, and social hygiene the inclusion of both social therapy and social pro-
phylaxis, the applied science, so to speak, incorporating both social insurance and
occupational medicine. He saw social medicine "Based on the twin pillars of medi-
cine and social science," with "Three significant sociological aspects: (1) health in
relation to the community, (2) health as a social value, and (3) health and social
policy" [9].
As each contributor added to the mosaic, a political piece here, an environmental
piece there, sociological concepts, preventive medicine insights, clinical sensitivity,
the pattern grew clearer. It remained for Sigerist to articulate the overall design. His
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interpretation of the concept was to place it beyond the doctor-patient relationship,
to draw together the influences of medicine on society, as well as that of society on
medicine, as the legitimate concern of the field. Furthermore, while he recognized
the major importance of the need to focus on the poor and deprived, who suffered
the most from the consequences of inadequate or unapplied social medicine ap-
proaches, he also recognized the larger valueofsocial medicine as social philosophy:
that its application was to the universe of health, not restricted to concern for the
poor. A society in which there are inequities in the health system is asocietyin which
all the composite elements suffer. His essay on medical education epitomized this
approach. He writes, ". . . a new physician. Scientist and social worker, ready to
cooperate in teamwork, in close touch with the people he disinterestedly serves, a
friend and leader, he directs all his efforts toward the prevention ofdisease and be-
comes a therapist where prevention has broken down-the social physician protect-
ing the people and guiding them to a healthier and happier life" [10].
In her introduction to Sozialmedizin, Erna Leskyremarks that, among the writers
on social medicine and the schools they subtended, Sigerist's approach was some-
what different: "In the meantime, Henry Sigerist's school of thought, with its dy-
namic and penetrating analysis of sociocultural phenomena and their connections
with health and illness opened up a new dimension in the history of social medicine,
in that Sigerist and his followers offered more than pure description, recognizing, in
Erwin Ackerknecht's words, 'not only the effect of society on medicine, but also the
effect of medicine on society in all its aspects, from science and philosophy to edu-
cation, the law and literature"' [11].
Ackerknecht, in his introduction to the splendid bibliography prepared by Gene-
vieve Miller of Sigerist's writings, puts his own interpretation on this. He notes that
Sigerist transformed his style ofthinking and writing, "a new orientation in his basic
thought," he calls it, from the time of his immigration to the U.S. Not that the fact
of residence in the U.S.A. was responsible, though it did furnish an appropriate
juncture for Sigerist to emerge into a new phase. In his opinion, Sigerist was by
nature and training an idealist, steeped in the scholarlytraditions ofEurope, and his
medical-historical studies were of that sort: "a union of history, medicine and phi-
losophy." So, Ackerknecht puts it, "After the philological and philosophical peri-
ods, he entered the third and final one, which he called 'sociological'," and the direc-
tion it took was molded by the American environment. "The new orientation might
not have shifted toward philosophical materialism if the author had not moved to
the United States." He goes on, "In 1931 he began to put the 'social environment'
beside the natural one as a cause of disease . . . and urged that physicians should
'keep pace with society'." Ackerknecht believes that Sigerist was strongly influenced
by the attitudes of U.S. scholars, "who place a high value on the social usefulness of
their work" [12].
However, if "art for art's sake" was not much admired in the U.S., neither was
social medicine. Too many people confused social medicine with socialized medi-
cine. It may not be remembered in this enlightened period, but not so long ago so-
cialized medicine was still a catch-phrase with which to attack medical reformers so
as to render any further debate useless. Nevertheless, Sigerist gave a course in "The
Social Aspects ofMedicine" only a year or so after arrival in Baltimore, thus setting
the stage for a generation of students and ardent disciples to attach themselves to
this theoretical construct and redeem it from the Philistines [13].
For many medical students in the 1930s, the introduction to a social medicine out-
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look derived from the activities and publications of the Association of Medical Stu-
dents. At the organizational meeting of this student group in Baltimore in 1936,
Sigerist was the key faculty person involved, undoubtedly the stimulus to the Hop-
kins students who had arranged the meeting, and a charismatic leader enunciating
the philosophy of the Association. Most of those who attended returned to their
medical schools and, although a tiny minority ofthe student body there, determined
to turn around the whole of the school, the direction of medical education, and
medical practice.
My own conversion to a full-scale social medicine outlook took place under the
auspices of the organizational meeting of the Association of Medical Students in
Baltimore in 1936. Sigerist spoke to us several times, and we were in his thrall. The
three of us who represented the entire contingent ofmembers ofthe Jefferson branch
of the association-three in a student body of nearly 500-went back to Philadel-
phia determined to bring social medicine into being in the U.S.
What did the students understand social medicine to be at that time? What was
the Sigerist doctrine? What was considered to be the Sigerist view ofwhat was to be
accomplished? Thevision was not onlyclouded bythe natural confusion ofyouthful
enthusiasm for a visibly great man with a noble cause, but by the students' own
grievances about the medical education they were receiving, the Depression they
were living through, the war in Spain, and the terrible burden of looming fascism in
Europe and in the world. Nonetheless, certain points were clear, made even clearer
in later years in the writings and speeches of Henry Sigerist. First, illness had its
roots in more than bacteria and the congenital causes that filled our medicine and
pathology textbooks. Disease had social causes as well. The structure and priorities
of a society were important in initiating, maintaining, and also in alleviating these
social causes. The doctor had a responsibility to be aware of these factors, to make
his patients aware of these factors, and so to act both in his capacity as physician
and as citizen, to remedy the causative factors.
There is very little that is new in this formulation, even for the 1930s. Hippocrates
could well be credited for the concepts involved [14], and Maimonides certainly
enunciated principles like these [15], even as Virchow stated grimly and baldly that
poverty created disease, that the physician was responsible for championing the
cause ofthe poor [16]. But Sigerist was preaching enlightenment to ageneration that
was ignorant of its history and unaware of the concern of its predecessors in these
matters. There is a curious aspect to the social memory associated with the continu-
ity of the generations. Everything is onfile, but thefocus is on one or another frame,
so that the rest ofthe material onfile is in the shadow. As the focus shifts, previously
filed material is lighted, and the impression is given that new material has been re-
vealed. This is probably what the philosophic truisms suggest when we are told that
to ignore history is to be compelled to repeat it. Innovation is very often no more
than rediscovery. Sigerist therefore played a critical role in the rediscovery of the
social factors in disease causation, in medical care, in recognition of the politics of
health, as we like to say today.
However traditional the concept may have been in the long perspective ofhistory,
it certainly was not the tradition in my medical school during my medical education.
It would take a much longer time than we have available now to recount the anec-
dotes reflecting the value system prevalent among our faculty at that time. I can only
list some of the social attitudes conveyed to us. Remember this was at the height of
the Depression, in which sudden descent to poverty and bankruptcy was not uncom-
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sold apples, physicians drove taxicabs, and over all hung an ominous cloud of the
threat of war, with fascism lowering over a large part of Europe. One professor of
pediatrics spent all his lecture hours fulminating at President Roosevelt and the com-
munists in the Brain Trust. Jokes about Mrs. Roosevelt were the ethnic jokes of the
faculty, except for a professor of obstetrics, who was obsessed with a hatred of Dr.
Joseph DeLee, the Chicago obstetrician who was running a home childbirth pro-
gram for the poor of that city. He devoted part of each lecture to discussions of
"that doddering old Jew," and suggested that perhaps the Nazis had something go-
ing for them in their persecution of the Jews. It is easy to see that Sigerist's views on
the nature and direction of medical education found a cold reception there. I recall
the Professor of Medicine rebuking me for inviting him to sponsor the Association
of Medical Students. "We don't need a CIO at Jefferson," he replied coldiy.
It is much too easy to become emotionally attached to the proponent of an idea
and thereby to the idea. It is much too easy to slip into a mode of address in which
one reveres the memory of a teacher, or leader, recalls his dicta uncritically, and re-
affirms adherence to the tenets he espoused. Easy, and unfair to both the teacher
and the audience. A man who spent a lifetime in exhaustive examination of the cir-
cumstances of his profession and the society in which he lived, essayed analyses
heretofore unapproached, and drew conclusions that stimulated radical reorienta-
tion ofthe lives and purpose ofgenerations of students who succeeded him, deserves
better than that.
John Rowan Wilson writes in Margin of Safety, "A great deal of nonsense has
been written, at one time or another, about scientists, particularly medical scien-
tists." And again, "There is an unhealthy reverence for Great Men" [17]. We have to
think again, then, of Sigerist in plain terms. Was social medicine only suitable for
the times in which Sigerist lived? Is he one of "yesterday's men"?
Times have changed; the events and developments ofthe past fifty years, since my
student days when Sigerist's teaching first took root, have transformed medicine,
international relations, national politics. Are we then so different in our lives, our
lives so different in the social milieu, that the social medicine teaching of Henry
Sigerist is no longer relevant? I think not. In Tennyson's words, "Tho' much is
taken, much abides."
But does it mean that social medicine, in Sigerist's sense, is no longer applicable
today? Is there no longer any necessity for introducing social medicine concepts into
medical teaching and medical practice? Is understanding of social factors in medical
care now common knowledge? Have the altered circumstances reduced the need for
social medicine teaching, eliminated its utility? It is not only a question of whether
the basis for the terminology has changed, but have the terms and the substance to
which they relate lost any separate identity, perhaps even become so fully incorpo-
rated into today's medical education and practice that there is no longer relevance,
except historically? Are we engaged, here and now, solely in a function of eulogy
and nostalgia?
While it may be true that events have changed medicine and have also changed
society, these changes do not seem to have improved the social role of medicine, or
the performance of their social role by physicians. The clinical competence of the
system, and ofmany ofits practitioners, has certainly improved enormously. Ifany-
thing, however, there seems to be an even larger gap between what may be defined as
social medicine and the interpretation of medical practice in actuality. True, the
rather simple, nineteenth-century view that Sigerist was able to capture and knit to-
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gether into the social medicine philosophy of the 1930s and 1940s no longer repre-
sents the realities of the 1980s. In Lincoln's words regarding another situation, "the
dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present" [18]. However, the
principles informing the social medicine concepts of Henry Sigerist have not lost
their pertinence. If anything, it would seem that the "stormy present" requires
greater concentration on these principles.
Is social medicine really an outworn concept? After all, "the quiet past" wasn't
very quiet either. What has occurred to make a difference in doctors' attitudes and
practice, since those stirring and exciting days of the thirties and forties when we
could see that what society needed was doctors with broader social views; and what
doctors needed was a better background, preparation, and orientation toward their
calling? In truth, the marvels ofscientific and technical development have created an
entirely new world of medicine and a new breed of physicians. It would appear,
though, that the social science aspects of education and preparation for medical
practice have not kept pace. This is not a new complaint nor one specifically ad-
dressed to medicine. We hearthis about nuclear physicists and the politics ofnuclear
development.
Sir Richard Livingston, once Chancellor of Oxford University, is said to have de-
scribed a technician as one who knew everything about his job except its ultimate
purpose and social usefulness. Doctors had to be more than technicians, that was
the lesson of social medicine. Or better, that was the limited message taken from
Sigerist's teaching. That hasn't changed. In those times, though, more was sought as
the goal of that message: more than just reform of medical education and modest
changes in the medical care system. With missionary fervor, the social medicine con-
verts ofthe 1930s sought social reform, within which the medical reforms would also
be achieved. To us, it seemed obvious that there was little chance of transforming
medicine without significant change in social outlook and political structure.
And even for those less radical in their views of needed political changes, it was
clear that large-scale battle would have to be waged within the medical profession at
the very least. There was more to medicine and medical practice than simply under-
standing the disease process, making appropriate diagnoses, and applying appropri-
ate treatment-the doctor/patient relationship. Medicine had always acknowledged
that. The psyche and the family were talked about. A medieval medical aphorism
was not uncommonly displayed in doctors' offices: To cure rarely, to help some-
times, to comfort always. What was different in theteachings ofsocial medicine was
the revelation that there was a doctor's responsibility in assessing the damage and
dangers ofsociety's own behavior-the impact of stress, occupational hazards, eco-
nomic and political differences, environmental pathogens-in the causation and
maintenance ofdisease and obstruction ofcure, help, or comfort. And furthermore,
there was a doctor's, not just the individual doctor's, but the whole profession's re-
sponsibility to try to make change in that social and economic and political structure
for the purpose ofcuring, helping, comforting the patient. In short, social medicine
taught that in the process offocus on the individual, it was necessary to consider the
entire milieu from which that individual came, and in which that individual was
embedded. And that the good doctor, who wanted to help the individual, had to
help the society in the process, or the individual could get no help.
This was somewhat different from the sage advice of the great physician of the
early twentieth century, Sir William Osler: to pay more attention to the patient who
has the disease than to the disease thepatient has [19]. It was different from the sym-
pathetic and charitable advice of Francis Peabody, that the secret of the care of the
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patient was caring for the patient [20]. But it did contain within itselfboth these sen-
timents, even if the message was rejected by the doctors of those days. The thirties
had matured a generation of doctors who had been through hard times. To them, it
was more important to maintain course than to seek novel paths. They were not in-
different to the needs of patients, and they were uncomfortable with the limitations
of their craft, but they masked it with authoritarian precepts. The theses of social
medicine challenged the ground on which they stood.
It was in this light that for such along time it was thought that the most important
contribution to be made toward the achievement of the ideal of medical practice
would be through reform of medical education. And one of the significant con-
tributions of Sigerist and those who followed him was the reassessment of medical
education. Sigerist himself devised at least two different, though similar, curricula,
type-forms that he thought would recover the values technological contributions to
medical education had leached away [21]. After World War II, Sigerist's lessons
were beginning to have increasingly powerful impact on the public health move-
ment, if not on medical education. For example, a medical care section was estab-
lished in theAmerican Public Health Association [22]. Hugh Leavell conducted con-
ferences on introducing preventive medicine and social and behavioral factors into
medical education, and departments embodying these principles were established in
many U.S. medical schools [23]. But this kind of approach had already been over-
taken by events. The social problems with which the new teaching was intended to
deal had been too grossly transformed by the war and technological developments.
Social developments were being converted into fiscal problems. The understanding
of family, personality, and social events, and their influence on health and disease,
had become administrative studies. Social and psychological approaches could no
longer be depended upon to assist in bringing about the necessarypreventive or ther-
apeutic organizational measures, or insure the prompt and careful medical attention
needed in individual cases. Specialism, superspecialism, technological advances, and
multiplication of tests and studies had separated the doctor and patient so far that
no teaching program could make any difference in bringing them together [24].
Preventive medicine teaching turned out to have little value in developing major
role models for medical students. They had little time for the topic, rarely partici-
pated in the studies if they were electives, or, if they were compelled by curriculum
schedule to take part in the classroom exercises, it would turn out that they failed to
use the material taught to illuminate other clinical studies. In questionnaires or eval-
uation of the course of study, they tended to express patronizing acceptance if not
sneering rejection ofpreventive medicine principles. "Soft" was the least ofthe criti-
cal comments, meaning that social science and social values lacked the hard formu-
laic appeal of the physical and biological sciences.
A number of schools attempted to interest the students in preventive medicine
aspects bycombining theteaching withclinical case examples. Judith Walzer Leavitt
quotes Tom Dublin, "[We] ... must not permit the brilliant accomplishments ofthe
natural sciences to overshadow the fact that social conditions under which human
beings live may contribute to the causation of disease" [25]. These programs had
modest success. Ironically, they contributed to the increasing number of appoint-
ments of clinical teachers, without preventive medicine or public health experience
oreducation, to be made in this field, thereby actually diminishing the impact ofthe
social medical component and augmenting the clinical laboratory values they had
been established to combat.
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A bit ambiguously, Leavitt writes, "[Theposition ofpreventive medicine] is prob-
ably as tenuous today as it has always been. Based on the rather amorphous notions
of the whole man, social responsibility and humanistic medicine, its foundations
could crumble in the days ofnuclear medicine." Still, she is sanguine that it will per-
sist and may even become more important [26].
The impact of social medicine on medical education was slight. It was hardly
noticeable on medical practice. The remorseless progression of scientific values,
however beneficial in intent and lofty social purpose, served only to separate medi-
cine and medical practice further from the ideals of social responsibility. The wor-
ship oftechnology, the growing, immutable beliefin the "technological fix," that no
matter what the social or political defect there was a new engine or machine that
could be devised to mend it, obstructed any fulfillment ofsocial medical objectives.
Medicine became increasingly a technical adventure, in which the patient was a sub-
ject behind a plastic screen. The rules of the game had changed.
Furthermore, as the social medicine practitioners and theoreticians hastened to
cope with the internal professional problems and reorganize to combat the fragmen-
tation ofservices, inflation ofcosts, and impersonality ofthe system, the overriding
concern about inflation of costs had brought a new breed of experts into power,
economists and accountants, who had no concern about the patient care aspect of
the administrative snags.
There are other differences between the two periods. In the 1930s, when Sigerist
was lecturing and writing about social medicine, he envisioned legislation framed
and carried out by a benevolent government with social healing in mind. And the
temper of those times was such as to consider the federal level the optimum level for
government actions. If equality was to be achieved there had to be a uniform legis-
lative approach. Today, more and more we are made aware of the dangers and in-
consistencies of large and impersonal bureaucracies. In this country, at any rate,
although students ofthe politics ofWestern European countries could describe simi-
lar events, a cyclical trend is making itselffelt, a powerful drive toward limiting fed-
eral power and controls. The U.S. has always been in an unstable equilibrium
balancing federal power as against states' rights and local autonomy. The republic
was founded in an uneasy compromise between federalist and anti-federalist camps.
Each generation oflegislators, presumably obeying the impulses ofits constituency,
takes on a strong federal or a strong local coloration. This is not always or entirely
-along the axis of conservative or radical politics. In the early 1970s, in the U.S., a
conservative Republican administration proposed wide-ranging extensions of social
policy with federal funds and under federal control. A few years later, an ostensibly
more progressive Democratic administration practiced constraints and limitation of
federal powers. Socialist countries exhibit such contradictory tensions, as in Poland,
Yugoslavia, or China, as crises of power.
Theslow shifting ofpoliticalorientation among ourcitizens, thegrowth ofpower-
ful agglomerations of industrial and financial power were not unforeseen. These
events are traditionally part of Marxist theory and expected developments. What
may have been unanticipated, however, was the impact ofthese events on the politi-
cal structure of the industrially advanced countries, the unremitting growth of the
multinational corporations transcending national barriers, paralleling the growth of
tribal and racial antagonisms that transcended class conflicts. Orderly, organized
medical care systems are no longer seen as hierarchic arrangements in which the
federal power is paramount and only implementation responsibility is passed on to
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decisions were to be taken in Washington; the money and authority would flow
from there. In the name of equity and equality there was no alternative. That was
the lesson of the medical care system developed in the Soviet Union as Sigerist saw
it [27]: centralized power and decision making, local conformity. That was not to be
the way of the 1970s and 1980s, not in the international sphere, not in the countries
themselves.
Sigerist wrote on many of the topics he saw as relevant to the interaction of medi-
cine and society in the etiology ofdisease and in the restoration of health. He did not
restrict himself to narrow interpretations of what this interaction was. His writings
embrace descriptions and analyses ofthe health and medical care programs of many
countries, which he did not hesitate to prepare for newspapers as well as for schol-
arly journals. He participated in the creation of new national endeavors toward
modifying and instituting new medical care systems, as he did in India and Can-
ada [28]. His description of the organization and operation of the medical care sys-
tem of the USSR, which he did twice, revising the book to incorporate changes that
had taken place between 1937 and 1947, the impact of World War II, and the great
advances in medical technology, was a masterly description and contribution to
knowledge of both medical care organization and national influence on such orga-
nization. It was really the first study of its kind, and despite its bias and even naive
acceptance of the story as told to him by its committed practitioners, it was a bril-
liant and seminal performance [29]. It generated a succession of studies and students
of international health services. We now take for granted the concept he developed,
that national organization of medical care services is a product of the historic and
traditional character of the people; that, like revolution, medical care structures can
neither be imported nor exported, they are autochthonous. Too bad our political
leaders haven't learned this yet!
Today's problems of medical practice were not altogether unforeseen by Sigerist.
In the preface to Medicine and Health in the Soviet Union, the revised version of
SocializedMedicine in the Soviet Union, he writes: "What has happened in the world
at large has also happened in medicine. Here too technology has outstripped social
organization. Medicine has more to give than people actually receive ... To serve a
new society, medicine requires new forms of service." He is, however, more reserved
than in the earlier work: "The Soviet solution may not be the only one, but it is one
that has already been tested in practice" [30]. What Sigerist did not see in those
years, and could not have seen, was the enormous pressures oppressed minorities
brought to bear on a society that was guiltily aware of its sins, but not quite prepared
to atone fully. Just after Sigerist's death, the seething kettle of U.S. minority con-
flicts overflowed. I'm not sure that we have been fully aware of the titanic force that
erupted in the 1960s, when those young Black divinity students transformed the U.S.
political, social, and economic scene. The Black rebellion, following the recognition
of poverty as a significant U.S. social condition, and the women's rebellion follow-
ing hard upon that dealt the political and social structure of the country staggering
blows.
If it were only the technological developments, the increasing specialism of medi-
cal practice, greedy profiteering in the medical care field, our elementary social
medicine lessons might have helped us to come to terms with these factors. We might
have focused on tightening up on the doctors and their cavalier rejection of organi-
zational improvement and social responsibility. But the Blacks demanded more than
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political and civil rights in legalese; they wanted these things in their neighborhoods.
Explanations of limited resources and social priorities were unacceptable. And
they wanted to control the organization and distribution of the goods and services.
Hierarchic arrangements would have to go. The women had hard things to say about
the medical care system, too. In the days when they had been meekly subservient and
unquestioning, the medical care system had dosed them with untried drugs that were
not only useless but poisonous and carcinogenic-and not only for them, but for
their children. They were operated for profit, not because surgery was necessary,
and they were treated in the process of carrying and bearing children as if they were
dangerously ill and subjected to costly, unnecessary, and even damaging and dan-
gerous procedures and dosing. They weren't about to continue this miserable mis-
conduct and exploitation on a national scale. If there was going to be socialized
medicine, it was going to be with their knowledge and consent and with the imple-
mentation at a level where they had some control over it.
Social medicine, as enunciated in the early years, was in a very real sense intended
to be the authorized responsibility of a limited group of talented professionals. The
experts who ignored the tenets of social medicine were to be replaced by experts with
the proper social viewpoint. Not so! said the rebels of the 1960s. Your expertise is a
thing of the past! Congress used to boast that they kept experts on tap, and not on
top. But the Congress itself had fallen victim to the march of science. Too many
lawyers and a scattering of Ph.D.s in history and political science made up the Con-
gress. Experts were now leaders by default, and the rebellious poor and Blacks and
women wanted no part of that leadership.
The earlier social medicine was addressed to an educational program that would
provide thoughtful and well-trained doctors with a social viewpoint. But it had be-
come clear that medical education was not the saving grace. The imbalance of forces
resulting from the overemphasis on research in the medical schools had compro-
mised medical care values and patient expectations, at the same time inflating costs
beyond professional or public control. The multitude of specialists and subspecial-
ists resulting demanded a bureaucratic organization that left little room for consid-
eration of social factors. How then was the financial, social, and professional aspect
of the bureaucracy to be tamed? Organization and management theory was not a
part of the social medicine we had learned in those earlier times. Furthermore, the
political activists, reflecting attitudes of the changed times and attuned to the de-
mands and requirements of the rebellious majority- no longer could the Blacks, the
women, and the elderly, that mixed population of the discontented and dissatisfied
be called a minority! -these activists demanded a totally different orientation in the
system, atotally different orientation in the staff providing services, and a new order
of priorities in professional concerns. The day of professional dominance was com-
ing to a close, even the as yet unaccomplished dominance of the social medicine pro-
fessionals! It was hard to know where to start.
Prior to Sigerist the social concepts informing broader approaches to medical edu-
cation and medical practice were associated with the environment, physical and
social, and focused almost entirely on the cause and treatment of illness. Grotjahn
and Virchow saw only distorted social policy and to them the problem was poverty
and the concomitant environmental deficiencies. Sigerist's contribution was to em-
phasize the role ofthe social and professional structure ofmedical care as a factor in
both cause of illness and nature of care. This latter element, of course, has special
significance and adds a great deal to the theoretical base of social medicine. The
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actions of government are often clear enough, but how professional interaction or
organizational structure contributes to disease or failure to treat is not so easy to see.
The nature of the medical care system, as a participant in creation of social medical
problems, was hardly likely to have attracted attention even among the most astute
students of social medicine or sharpest critics of the medical care system. In the days
before the miraculous advances of science and technology, patient and public expec-
tations were such that the adequacy of the system was largely unquestioned. It was
only after these advances that levels of expectations exposed the deficiencies and
pathological defects of the system.
In short, social medicine is a philosophy, generic in nature, with continuing appli-
cability, but not constantly in the terms in which its practitioners describe and define
it at any particular time. Just as there are no static Utopias, there can be no static
social medicine. It is a product of its time.
The substance of the analysis is, in brief, that just as Virchow or Grotjahn could
not foresee how the changes in social and professional knowledge and structure
would have an impact on the social medicine they formulated, and Sigerist could not
have foreseen the social and professional changes now influencing medical care and
medical education so dramatically, neither can we see today what the cardinal events
will be that will influence the changes in medical care needs and the developments
that will be required to modify medical education or social medicine theory and
practice in the next twenty-five or fifty years.
So we cannot say that social medicine has no message for today's difficulties. So-
cial medicine is a range of attitudes and approaches which can be applied regardless
ofthe state ofthe nation or its medical care system. Social medicine describes priori-
ties of social concern and priorities of medical action along with social action. It
makes no difference what country or what century, or what changes have taken
place. The ominous threat of nuclear destruction, the tribal warfare wracking the
globe alter the concerns only to the extent that they are part ofthe logical considera-
tions in the decision making. No one can be unsure of where Sigerist would stand on
nuclear weapons, on the cold war, on the needs of the third world!
Sigerist was too important a teacher and role model for the generation of medical
students of the 1930s and 1940s to be trivialized with pretentious phrases and empty
praise. He offered an alternative to the scientism that was noisily preempting the
curriculum in most medical schools, offering careers in laboratory and technical
exercises, promoting specialism while patient care concerns were ruthlessly pushed
into the background. It wasn't that we-students of the time-who rejected the
complete volte-face from the "art" to the "science" of medicine, as it was then pro-
claimed, wanted to remain in the dark and cared nothing for the burgeoning, excit-
ing scientific developments in chemistry, physics, and biology. We thought in larger
terms, I may say now without boasting or embarrassment. In politics it is called a
"social conscience." In medicine it probably ought to be called "social sensitivity."
We wanted the best of both worlds.
It is not the thesis here to "revise" Sigerist's teaching or the philosophical basis of
that teaching. It would be presumptuous on my part to try, in any case. Revisionism
is a passion these days, a substitute for the kind ofscholarly consideration by which
the thoughts and analyses of the past are brought to bear on current problems and
issues. Lewis Namier reputedly rebuked his fellow historians in this regard for, it is
said, "inventing the past and remembering the future." No, the aim here has been
more to clarify the continuing vigor and validity of Sigerist's thoughts and pro-
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nouncements for our present-day requirements in the way of medical practice and
medical education. It is in that sense that this thesis is offered, as reconsideration,
not revision, on the theme of"social medicine." It has long been evident that perfect
solutions to social and political problems do not exist, only temporary resolution
and moderately satisfactory responses.
Social medicine is, in its very essence, social policy. It is not somethingjust for the
poor, a substitute for first-rate medical practice; it reflects a basic disturbance in the
field, demanding correction, for everyone's benefit. In today's world, where we rec-
ognize the changes that have taken place inprofessional organization ofmedicine, in
the range of knowledge and capability of the science of medicine, in the social atti-
tudes regarding equity and equality-arguments over the "right" to medical care-
social medicine is clearly another name for social policy. Our view of solo practice,
of fee-for-service practice, of medical care insurance is totally different from the
attitudes of the scholars and reformers of fifty years ago. Our problems of equity
reflect the enormous distance we have come from the problems of fifty years ago.
Yet to deal with today's problems we still have to use the ethical and moral and pro-
fessional concerns of fifty years ago.
Henry Sigerist was the historic figure who designed the approaches, described the
concepts, and by the clarity of his prose engraved the idea of social medicine in the
archives of medicine for future generations to adapt and use. Our role is to take up
that charge, transformed into current values, and move society a step closer toward
the currently desirable goal, hardly perfect, surely not permanent, but the best we
can hope for.
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